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Reddiar, V. Venkata Rajulu—A note on the word	6 Tevu'
(Tamil text).  AOB. V, Pt. 2.	[677
A discourse upon the verb tewt  is given.   Concludes that	the  verb
is  written  as  tevu  in  available   editions of   Tolkappiyam.	But   the
correct form seems to be tuiw.
Renou, Louis—The Valid Forms in " Bhasa ". IRQ. XVII,
pp. 245-250.	[678
Gives a few notes on Bhasa which have a varifiable linguistic
bearing, and disclose a state of language distinct from the normal
Paninian.
Sankaran, 0. R.—A Further Note on the Logical Analysis
of the three probable Stages of Primitive-Indo-European
Compound Formation. BDCBL II, Pts.3-4,pp. 341-342. [679
A short note to point out that logical analysis of a language
always presupposes a phenomenological analysis.
	Dravidian Notes. EDCEI. II, Pts. 3-4, pp. 325-340. [680
Discusses the Dravidian word for * Plaiting', name transference in
Dravidian with special reference to some words expressive of
relationship, Dravidian numeration, Picture-writing in ancient Dravidian
India, the Tamil word tlrvai, the semantic of the Tamil word ««/,
and the Malayalam words oppol and eltaL
Sankaram,  0.   R.   and   Srinivasin,   H.  K.—The  Phonemic
Variants of   Aytam   in Old Tamil. BDCRL  II, Pfcs. 3-4,
pp. 343-350.	[681
A   study  of  symbols used   to represent   the   combination   of pure
consonant and vowel phonemes.
Sarma, K. Madiiava Krishna—An Important Aspect of
Patanjalian Technique of Interpretation. 1C. VII, pp.
433-445.	[682
The use of a good many Paribhasas and Nyayas, not only leads
Patanjali to reject a large number of Vartikas, but also enables him
to widen the scope of the Astadhjaji. The writer illustrates some
of these and explains.
	Some Problems in Panini.   JifU. XIII, 203-225.   [683
	 The Paninian  School  and the  Pratisakhyas:   Post-
Paninian Reciprocity of   Influence.    BaV.   II,   Pt.  2, pp-
230-233.	[684
A study of Katyayana's Vartikas reveals to the author that Katyayana
was influenced to a great extent by what he calls 'Pratisakhyaisms1,
and shows that Katyayana's authorship of the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya
cannot be accepted.

